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Professor Minoru Siotani has contributed to statistics through the study of various procedures for multivariate analysis, in which the distributional problem is one of the most important topics. He derived asymptotic expansions for distributions of statistics and their percentile points in multivariate analysis. His work is published in several refereed journals listed below and is reviewed by Dudewicz [D] and Fujikoshi [F], which are published in the special issue of the American Journal of Mathematical and Management Sciences (AJMMS) in honor of Professor Siotani on his 70th birthday. Most of his contributions are detailed in Siotani, Hayakawa, and Fujikoshi [S]. This book has been read by a number of statisticians and graduate students and is cited in many articles published in international journals.

One of the great contributions by Siotani is the derivation of the asymptotic expansions for the distribution of generalized Hotelling’s $T^2_0$ statistic for testing linear hypotheses in a multivariate linear model, say, for instance, to test a hypothesis about multinormal means. He derived asymptotic expansions not only for null distributions but also nonnull distributions ([7], [10], [23]). As a result of this work, it became possible to compare the power of three criteria, the $T^2_0$ criterion, the likelihood ratio criterion, and the Bartlett-Nanda-Pillai trace criterion. He also derived asymptotic expansions for the distribution of $T^2_{\text{max}}$ statistic, which is used in simultaneous statistical inferences such as constructing confidence intervals and testing hypotheses, where $T^2_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum of some Hotelling’s $T^2$ statistics ([13], [51]). Other works on the simultaneous confidence intervals of means or regression parameters are given in [14], [17], and [20]. Multivariate analysis of variance is discussed in [42] and [44].

Siotani studied two procedures in discriminant analysis, Z-rule and W-rule ([33]). He also gave asymptotic expansions for the conditional distributions of the classification statistic $Z$ and its Studentized form and studied the probability of misclassification ([35], [39]). The heteroscedastic method is proposed as a method to overcome the difficulty of statistical inferences under unequal covariance matrices in multi-sample problems. This method can be used for practical data analysis as in his work [43], which won the 1988 Wolfowitz Prize. The heteroscedastic method is applied to discriminant
analysis, which controls the probability of misclassification ([49]).

It is important to study the sample covariance matrix since many statistics in multivariate analysis are expressed by functions of the matrix. Siotani investigated asymptotic distributions of functions of a sample covariance matrix ([21]) not only under normal distributions but also under elliptical distributions ([52]). He also discussed the asymptotic distribution of functions of a correlation matrix ([31]).

His recent work is on the practical effectiveness of asymptotic expansions in making inferences and on the sample size with which the asymptotic expansion formula guarantees a certain requirement ([53], [54], [55]).

There are many publications by Siotani other than the ones listed below; 5 books (in Japanese), 17 papers in nonrefereed journals, and many technical reports (see AJMMS 15 for details). He has organized many international meetings such as the Pacific Area Statistical Conference, Japan and Korea Joint Conference on Statistics, Meeting on Multivariate Statistical Analysis and so on, and was the chief editor of the SUT Journal of Mathematics and a member of the editorial boards of international journals such as Annals of the Institute of Statistical Mathematics (AISM) and AJMMS.
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Overview of main contributions. His most well-known contribution to statistics is the discovery and use of the half-invariants of a distribution, later known as the cumulants, a term introduced by Fisher and Wishart (1931) as an abbreviation of cumulative moment function rst used by Fisher (1929). Already in his rst book (Thiele 1889), he denes the half-invariants recursively from the moments, proves their additivity properties, relates them to series expansions in terms of the normal density, and interprets the rst two half-invariants as position and spread, and the next standardized cumulant as a term introduced by Fisher and Wishart (1931) as an abbreviation of cumulative moment function.

Dia de los Muertos, or Day of the Dead, is sometimes referred to as Mexican Halloween. Which is actually quite offensive to people familiar with Mexican Halloween as a sexual position. Are you trying to get formidable with me? Jeff. I worked on Pierce. Annie. Infomercials work on Pierce. Jeff. You know what the crazy thing is, Britta? Shirley. Everything you've done tonight? Britta. You feel a breeze here? Cause someone just struck out. Chang. In statistics refers to the total set of observations that can be made. For eg, if we want to calculate average height of humans present on the earth, will be the total number of people actually present on the earth. A sample, on the other hand, is a set of data collected/selected from a pre-defined procedure. Professor Minoru Siotani has contributed to statistics through the study of various procedures for multivariate analysis, in which the distributional problem is one of the most important topics. He derived asymptotic expansions for distributions and their percentile points in multivariate analysis. His work is published in several refereed journals listed below and is reviewed by Dudewicz [D] and Fujikoshi [F], which are published in the special issue of the American Journal of Mathematical and Management Sciences (AJMMS) in honor of Professor Siotani on his 70th birthday. The series Contributions to Statistics contains publications in theoretical and applied statistics, including for example applications in medical statistics, biometrics, econometrics and computational statistics. These publications are primarily monographs and multiple author works containing new research results, but conference and congress reports are also considered.